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In my Masterthesis I would like to design a saddle 
for riding theraphy. This area is interesting because 
not so many stuff has been done yet in this field. 

Users in this case would be on first site the person 
who gets riding theraphy, the therapist, the horse 
and the family members.

Those four groups are really interesting to explore. 
What are their needs, what do they want and what 
perception do they have when they are having the 
therapy lesson. Horse riding is associated with so 
different aspects in society. Some do it because they 
want to escape the normal world and feel the free-
dom of when you´re sitting on a horseback. Others 
do it because of their social status, some like it to be 
out and living the dream of nature with the animal 
and others justwant to socialise with others while be-
ing together with a horse.

In this project it is important to find out the emotional 
line of riding theraphy to get to know what the real 
needs of the users are and to develop on this back-
ground a special saddle.

Normal saddles nowadays are not made for users 
with “special needs” like the ones doing riding the-
raphy. They use normal saddles either english or 
western. These saddles have almost no safety fea-
tures for the „special riders“.  And some excercises 
like the face-down position can´t be done with those 
saddles, why they also often use  vaulting girths. 
These vaulting girths have handles where the rider 
can hold on. But not every „special rider“ could hold 
itself on a vaulting girth. A benefit of the vaulting 
girth ist hat there is only a blanket between the rider 
and the horse which lets the „special rider“ feel the 
movements oft he horse better. But there are also di-
satvantages

In the case of riding therapy it would be the improve-
ment of someones disadvantage, being together with 
an animal and being outside of their normal daily 
work. It is a kind of escape for them as well on the 
horseback they forget their daily problems and there 
is no discrimination, since it doesn´t matter for a 
horse if the rider has a disease or not.

INTRO with a vaulting girth. A saddle would be more com-
fortable for the horse since it has a saddle tree and it 
would spread the weight oft he rider equally on it´s 
horseback. The different Users of this project have 
different needs. I will try to specify them a bit more, 
but I still need to get more information. So far I have 
these conclusions.

There is something about the outside 
of a horse that´s good for the 
inside of a a man  Winston churchill 
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But since every horse is a flight animal you can nev-
er get their instinct out of them. Even police horses 
which are trained almost everyday, can spooke in 
some situations. Most oft he people know that and 
are afraid of horseback riding. Especially the family 
members of the „special rider“ have fear of that their 
family member could fall off the horse and could get 
injured. That´s why they need to trust the therapist a 
lot. This trust is not there at the beginning there will 
be always scepticism. So why not having a special 
saddle which could give the family members a more 
safer feeling?

This is my conclusion I have at this point. The fol-
lowing weeks I will get deeper into the topic with a 
broader research and some thoughts may change 
and others will be added. I´m looking forward to the 
final result of this project in June 2013.

Methods
Research
Getting information out of books.
Getting information out of the Internet.
history of saddles (riders with similar prob-
lems (Knights/Soldiers)
cultures and saddles/riding
different types of saddles on the market

Getting information from therapists Bar-
bara Link, Regina Frischhut
and visit them. 
Making videos and pictures. Interviewing 
them.
Field studys at farms doing horse therapy.
Getting information from the German Asso-
ciation for riding therapy

Getting contacts to familys and their chil-
dren doing riding therapy
Generating User ID´s of „special riders“, 
the therapist, the horse, and the family

Making User scenarios

„The special rider“
The saddles nowadays don´t give the „special rid-
ers“ a lot of support and on the other side the sad-
dle brings the „special rider“ away from the horse-
back and the movements. The vaulting girth hast he 
comfort of having two or one handle they can hold on 
and have a closer connection to the horse, since only 
a blanket is in between the „special rider“ and the 
horse. But it also has the disadvantage of unsecure 
positioning of the legs and that some „special riders“ 
have not that much power to hold themselves on the 
horse with their arms. Some exercises can be done 
better with a saddle and some can be done better 
with a vaulting girth.

„The horse“
The horse is a flight animal. And as soon it gets un-
comfortable it gives a reaction to it´s environment. 
This can be eather running away or acting unregulat-
ed. As we have a responsibility for the horse we need 
to let the horse feel comfortable in every situation. 
The saddles nowadays have the problems of not fit-
ting anymore to the horse after a certain time of use-
ing it. The horses muscles on the horseback could 
have changed or the filling of the saddle transforms 
and don´t fit to the horseback anymore. New tech-
nology in the saddle could secure more the comfort 
of a horse in a new way.

„The therapist“ 
The therapist is responsible of the safety of the „spe-
cial rider“ during the riding theraphy, that´s why they 
have sometimes one person who is guiding the horse 
with a rope and two other peoples on each side. They 
protect the „special rider“ from falling off the horse. 
One of this persons could be the therapist and give in-
structions to the „special rider“. Sometimes it is not 
only a single lesson and more „special riders“ having 
a lesson together at the same time, then those two 
people beside the horse can be no therapists and the 
therapist giving instructions from an other spot to all 
of them. 
But there are also riding theraphy lessons where the 
therapist is the only person arround the horse and 
the therapist need to take care about controlling the 
horse, the safety of the „special rider“ and giving in-
structions to the „special rider“. This could be dan-
gerous in some situations but since not all theraphy 
centers have volunteers it happens a lot. A saddle 
with much more safety for the „special rider“ would 
it also make it easier for the therapist. 

„Family members“
Horse back riding is known as a dangerous sport and 
people having respect of horses. These therapy hors-
es are specially educated, they have a good character 
and they should not spooke of something.
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Research 
presentation

2013

Developing concepts

Analysing information and producing mock 
up´s test on fake horse and on real horse 
with hopefully a „special rider“ Getting 
feedback and evaluation from therapist/
if possible from “special rider“/family and 
developing new mock up´s
Sketching beside the mock up´s
Making final mock up with little adjust-
ments possible. Defining with sketches and 
Finalising shape in clay.
3D modelling full model or parts o fit.
Making a 1:1 model, which could be hope-
fully used by a „special rider“ and a horse 
for fotoshooting.

Every step will be documented with a video 
so there will be a process video and hope-
fully also a how it works video in the end.
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“Walk on” a soft voice commands from a top 
a thousand-pund horse. The animal responds, one 
volunteer leading, and one on either side holding the 
child´s knee to give security. An instructor follows, 
closely directing a session of therapeutic horseback 
riding. [1] Special Needs, Special horses.

Aparticularly appealing aspect of equine assisted ac-
tivities is the incorporation of recreational, and so-
cial pleasures for those unable to participate in other 
sports. The overall result is an improved quality of 
life.

Physical Benefits
Because a horse´s gait closely emulates that of a hu-
man, horseback riding gently and rhytmically moves 
the rider´s bidy in a manner comparable to walking.

Most measurable effects:

The equine temperature runs four to five degrees 
higher than a human´s, this extra warmth can help 
reduce spasticity and stretch muscles, particularly in 
the legs.
A bareback pad is often used, especially for hippo-
therapy, allowing the rider to absorb more warmth 
and massaging motion from the horse than he would 
in a saddle of heavy leather.

Psychological Benefits
Recreation and fun are perhaps the most obvious 
of the psychological benefits. Riding theraphy also 
causes the release of endorphins.
Having control over the horse and their body, pro-
motes the feeling of power, both internal and exter-
nal.The social interactionwith instructors, therapists, 
volunteers, other clients, and animals is an impor-
tant part of the therapy.

Functional, or cognitive Benefits

greather strenght and agility
improved balance and posture
weight-bearing ability
improved circulation
respiration
and metabolism

Riding therapy 1. Sequencing tasks
2. Hand-eye coordination
3. Multi tasking
4. Sensory integration
5. Left/right discernment
6. Spatial orientation
7, Motor planning
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Gut Üttingshof is an estate where disabled 
people can get riding theraphy or hippotheraphy. Barbara Link is 
an ergotherapist and has a special education from the german 
curatorship of therapheutic riding. She gives normal riding les-
sons for disabled people and guides theraphy lessons. Most of the 
people coming here are mentally disabled.

Visit at Gut Üttinghof

Barbara Link ergotherapist, riding therapist and riding teacher.
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LESSONSchwarzacher Hof

THERAPY

child can´t hold itself on the 
horse and needs aid

Barbara Link
therapist
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EQUPIMENTSchwarzacher Hof

CUSTOMIZED

removable handles

arm rest for children 
with spasticity in hands

removable handles
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“A modular saddle which could be  ad-
justed for the exercises would be great.

Visit at Gut Üttinghof

Barbara Link ergotherapist, riding therapist and riding teacher.

”Barbara Link ergotherapist, riding therapist and riding teacher.

“People with spasticity can´t grab the 
handles of the vaulting girth, they have 
no power in their arms and hands. It is 
really dangerous because the therapist 
has to take care that the person is not 
falling of the horse ”
Barbara Link ergotherapist, riding therapist and riding teacher.

INTERVIEW
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Visit at riding therapy Frischhut

Regina Frischhut riding therapist

Riding Theraphy Frischhut 
are two women providing riding theraphy mainly for children with 
psychical problems. Regina Frischhut the riding therapist will 
also be a source where I can get feedback to my saddle concepts.

MICHAEL
ADHD
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“Our vaulting girth is not so good, cause 
the children have less balance.

Visit at Gut Üttinghof

Barbara Link ergotherapist, riding therapist and riding teacher.

INTERVIEW

”Regina Frischhut riding tehrapist

“Our vaulting girth is an emergency solu-
tion... if we would found a better one we 
would immediately exchange it. ”
Regina Frischhut riding tehrapist
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USED
FOR

VAULTING

Benefits 

Closer connection to the 
horse. Movements from the 
horse can be recognized bet-
ter. People feel more com-
fortable with the handles. 
People can hold on to the 
handles. Liberty of action.

Handicap 
No seating support.Not a safe 
seat. Can´t be used for nor-
mal riding lessons. Weight of 
the person is not absorbed 
on the horseback. Size of 
handles is not adjustable. Big 
horse big handles.

100- 500 €
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USED
FOR

VAULTING

One handle 

Good for people with low abduction. 
Better baking support due to arms 
beside the body.

Double handle 
Can´t be used for people with low 
abduction. People sit to far behind, 
the movements of the horse can´t 
get through the body so well. Better 
holding space.

before theraphy
low abduction

after theraphy
better abduction
straighter
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USED
FOR

FREETIME

Benefits 

closer connection to the 
horse. Movements from the 
horse can be recognized bet-
ter. People feel more com-
fortable with the handles.
People can hold on to the 
handles. Liberty of action.

Handicap 
no support. Not a safe seat. 
Can´t be used for normal 
riding lessons. Weight of the 
person is not absorbed on the 
horseback. Size of handles is 
not adjustable. Big horse big 
handles.

RIDE

30- 190 €
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USED
FOR

RIDING

Benefits 

safer seat on horseback.
weight is spread equally.
can be used for normal rid-
ing. People can hold on to the 
handles. Liberty of action.

Handicap 
less connection to horse.
Some exercises can´t be 
done. Big horse big saddle.

150- 7000€
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Safety equipment
For a save therapy lesson the therapist 
uses special safety devices. But they also 
cannot prevent the rider from falling off 
the horse.

secured with a belt THERAPIST
HOLDS
RIDER

PILLOW
FOR

STABILITY

HELMET
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SADDEL
HISTORY

350 B.C 200 B.C2000 B.C 0

stirrup and saddletree was invented

riding with animal hide

riding bareback

Roman saddle

500 A.D 1000 A.D 1500 A.D 
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SADDEL
HISTORY

1600 A.D 1800 A.D1500 A.D
sidesaddle with 2 horns
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Dressage saddle

long saddle flap and deep 
seat. Deep seat can vary 
from middle seat to low 
seat. Can only be used for 
dressage.

English saddle

saddle flap inbetween dres-
sage and jumping sattle 
flap. Can be more dressage 
focused or jumping focused. 
Seat goes from low to mid-
dle deep. Can be used for 
dressage and jumping.

Jumping saddle

saddle flap inbetween dres-
sage and jumping sattle 
flap. Can be more dressage 
focused or jumping focused. 
Seat goes from low to mid-
dle deep. Can be used for 
dressage and jumping.

western saddle

western saddle with a han-
dle in the middle, used for 
cattle trapping with the 
lasso.

stock saddle

created from the eng-
lish saddle  in Australia 
for cattle trapping.
Safer seat in the sad-
dle.

SADDLES
spanish saddle

traditional spanish saddle,  
out of the renaissance.

race saddle

lightweight saddle for 
horse races. No legsup-
prort for the rider.

MARKET
ON THE

trekking saddle

saddle more for leisure 
time. Mostly they have 
no saddle tree.
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saddletree

stirrup bar
headplate
can be adjusted 
without heat

no headplate
can be adjusted 
only with heat

plastic 

metal

textile

metal

stirrup bar

stirrup bar

plastic and
metal

wood and
metal

carbon fibre

double

SETUP
SADDLE



Theraphy saddle
English saddle with an attached 
handle.

Kieffer produces about 3.000 
saddles a year and they also do sad-
dles for an other brand. Their cheap-
est saddle is about 1.500 € and the 
most expensive one cost 2.540 €. The 
productioncost of those saddles are 
about 700 € the saddletree is about 
100 €.

  

Kieffer is one of the biggest 
german saddlemaker companys which 
was foundes in 1848. They are located 
in Munich and produce their saddles 
only in Germany. The production is fully 
handcrafted. The parts like the sad-
dletree and the foam is produced by an 
other german company. The leather 
comes from Italy and ist mostly cow 
leather. 
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SINCE 1848

VISIT
AT

KIEFFER

FULLY
HANDCRAFTED

3000
SADDLES

PER YEAR
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THREE
TYPES

OF
SADDLETREES

CUT
GIVES

FLEXIBILITY
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PUNCH 
IRON

FOR
SADDLE

FLAP



THE HORSE
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Non-fitting saddle
Horse can get serious backprob-
lems untill you can´t ride it any-
more. 

Horse

!

!

x x

x x

Problems
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Pad with gelpad

SADDLE
UNFITTING

Sheep fur Pad

head plate measurement

- saddle with too narrow chambers in  the shoulder areas.
- the pillows are to hard or asymmetrical cushioned.
- too little freedom for the spine 
- punctual pressure due to unbalaned saddle

Saddle problemsKissing spines
can be caused due non fitting saddle
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06

fitting saddle

non-fitting saddle
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understanding the horse IN MOTION



short horse                                                long horse short horse                                                long horse
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Banana pad
Good for short and os-
cillated horses.  Shorter 
than a saddle with wedge 
pad.

Wedge pad
Ideal for normal and long 
horses.

saddlepads
1 french saddlepad
better adjustable to a 
bending horse 

2 normal saddle pad

GIRTHS
saddlepads
1 normal pad 
oval shaped horses.

2 half pad
for horses with less 
muskles at the side.

head plate
1 V shaped head plate
skinny horses with high 
withers.

2 U shaped head plate
wide horses with flat 
withers.

SHAPES
SADDLE

1

2

1

2

1

2

paralell girthing y girthing - frontgirth

v girthing+ frontgirth y girthing + frontgirth
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Sheep fur + gel pad
Very comfortable since the 
sheep fur is directly on the 
horse fur. Gel has holes to 
prevent  heat accumulation.

Gel pad
Holes prevent heat accu-
mulation. Air can reach the 
skin. Gel material balances 
uneveness and is schock 
absorbing.

Saddlepads
Memoryfoam adjust to the 
horseback and balances 
unevenness on the horse-
back.

COMFORT
Eva foam pad
EVA foam. For horses 
with lower front.

PADS
SADDLE

Gel pad
No holes integrated. It gets 
really warm inbetween the 
horseback and the gel pad 
since no air can get in and the 
horse is sweating.

Air-mesh pad
Made out of “Air-mesh” 
material. No heat accu-
mulation.

Foam pad
Shock absorbing foam.

heat camera saddle horseback after riding
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Pad with Gel pad
Gel is preventing the saddle 
from moving and it is also 
schock absorbing.

Pad with foam pad
Foam is preventing the sad-
dle from moving and it is 
also schock absorbing.

Saddlepad with foam
Saddlepad has holes to 
prevent heat accumulation. 
Foam prevents saddle from 
moving.

COMFORT
Saddlepad with foam
Saddlepad has holes to 
prevent heat accumu-
lation. Foam prevents 
saddle from moving.

PADS
SADDLE

Saddle pad
Saddle pad has front stopper, 
which prevents saddle pad of 
moving under the saddle while 
riding.

Sheep fur 
Sheep fur balances uneveness 
and is schock absorbing. The 
blue gel spots are preventing 
the saddle from moving to the 
front or to the back.

Pad
Replaceable inside pads for 
adjusting to the horseback.
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MEASUREMENT
SADDLE EQUISCAN

most precise scanning method 
on the market.

Rider sits on the saddle 
with the meassurement 
pad. So the saddle seller 
can see if the saddle is 
fitting well.
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Pad with gelpad

ADJUSTMENT
SADDLE

Sheep fur Pad

exchangeable head plateshead plate measurement

marc toulouse genesis

2

3 4

5 6

CHANGING 
HEAD PLATE 

SIZE
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CONCEPT
SADDLE

Quantum

“ with the liquidation being caused by a technical fault in the bridge of the saddle that could not be remedied, 
the company’s directors have urged riders to stop using it with immediate effect.”

3

adjustable for horseback

seat can also be lowered

bumpers



THE RIDER

THE RIDER
THE RIDER
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Tightening girth 
For tightening the girth you have to 
flip over your leg to get to the girt.

Stuck in stirrup
May not be needed in riding 
therapy but it is still a problem, that 
children falling off and get stuck in 
the stirrup.

!

Heavy saddle Getting up
long saddle flap and deep seat. 
Deep seat can vary from middle 
seat to low seat. Can only be used 
for dressage.

Leather saddles are arround 7 kg. But 
there are already saddles existing on 
the market which are arround 2,5 kg. 
Like for example saddles from Wintec 
which are made out of textile.

Size matters
Children need a smaller saddle 
seat for sitting safer in the saddle.

Rider

safety stirrups on the market lightweight textile  saddle

Problems
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Rider

Exercises
Some exercises are constricted 
with a normal saddle, like the face-
down position.

Some riders can´t sit straight
They need support.

Stability in saddle
Especially riders with less sense 
of balance, need a good support in 
the saddle.

things out there

Problems
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Leo

Perfect with saddle Perfect with girth

doesn´t matter

Exercises

10



The therapist is guiding the horse 
and giving instructions to the rider. 
The therapist has to watch out that 
the rider is not falling down, while 
guiding the horse.

One guide

safety rider

low                                                 high

stress therapist

low                                                 high  

A volunteer is guiding the horse and 
the therapist is walking beside the 
rider and provides safety and instruc-
tions for the rider.

Two guides

safety rider

low                                                high

stress therapist

low                                                high

A volunteer is guiding the horse and the 
therapist is walking beside the rider and 
provides safety and instructions for the 
rider. An other volunteer supports safety 
from the other side.

Three guides

safety rider

low                                                high

stress therapist

low                                                high

A volunteer is guiding the horse and 
on each side are two other volunteers 
providing safety for the rider. The 
therapist walks beside the horse.

Four guides

safety rider

low                                                high

stress therapist

low                                                high

therapist

10
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The horse is guided from the back 
with two reins. The rider feels more 
over control of the horse. Only for ex-
perienced guiders.

Duoble longe

Everyone which has never ever guided 
before in life can guide a horse that 
way. 

The most common way for therapeu-
tic ridning and hippotherapy.

Front guiding

The horse goes on a circle while the 
therapist is standing in the middle. It 
is more for advanced riders, since the 
therapist can´t support them in case of 
falling. The horse can easily trott or can-
ter on the circle without exhausting the 
therapist.

Longe

therapist therapist

knowledge guider

low                                                 high knowledge guider

low                                                 high

knowledge guider

low                                                 high
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To provide more safety during the 
therapy, there can be placed another 
person behind the rider. The  disabled 
rider has the most safety in this way, 
but the horse has to carry another at 
least 60 kg Person. It is the safest way 
for the rider but the most uncomfort-
able for the horse. The second rider 
will sit to further on the back

Two riders

safety rider

low                                                 high

comfort horse

low                                                high

problem of two riders

perfect seat
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Cerebral Palsy
is caused by damage to the motor control cent-
ers of the developing brain and can occur dur-
ing pregnancy, during childbirth or after birth 
up to about age three. 

-Movement disorders
-Dysfunction nervous- and 
  muscle system
-Random motion coordination
-Increased muscle pressure
-Communication ability
-Epilepsy is found in about one-third of   cases

1 out of 500 born children have cer-
ebal palsy

Classification
Hemiplegia: paralysed on one body side
Paraplegia: spasticity both legs normal intel-
ligence
Tetraplegia: arms and legs are paralysed

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

Focused 
usergroup

Leo is 9 years old and has spastic-
ity in his both legs. He started hippotherapy 
half a year ago and his movements getting 
more controlled. After a therapy session he 
can walk without his walking frame.

Leo´s walking frame

low abduction

Leo diplegia
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One day in Leo´s live

cerebal palsy

triplegia hemiplegia

monoplegia diplegia

quadriplegia

both of arms and legs are affected.
wheelchair needed.

need aid to do something.

both legs´s spasticity are more affected than arms.
biggest problem is walking defect.

need aid to walk.

half of the body is affected.
need no aid to walk.

they can speak clearly.

3 extremitys are affected.

1 extremity is affected.

Leo´s dream is, to ride one day on his own
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Lenny

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

.can´t grab

.no power in arms

Cerebral palsy
Lenny has quadriplegia, which means that he 
can hardly control both legs and arms. That´s 
why he needs allways two sidewalkers which 
hold his arms to stabilise him.
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Goals fo Rider

.safer seat in the saddle

.adjustable elements

.close connection to the horse (horse heat     
   relaxes spasticity)

.upgrading system = rider gets better less 
    helping modules are needed

.better aid for spastic feet (stirrups)

.easy to get out in case of fall

.adjustable to the exercises

Goals fo Horse

.adjustable for horseback

.comfort, spreading weight of rider

.better girthing system

Saddle

Stirrups

Handles

Wishes

. rider´s family members trust this sad-    
  dle more in terms of support and safety.

.saddle will make riding therapy to a 
  precious activity. 

.more and more people getting inter
  ested in riding therapy.

.the saddle is not used in normal eques
   trian sport, why it becomes to some
   thing special only the therapy rider 
   have access.
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13 How might we make a saddle more 
comfortable for the horse? ”
”
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13 How might we prevent the rider 
from falling off? ”
”
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horse/rider 
protection

TESTING the therapy exercises on the 
horse in motion
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. Person is fixed.

. Therapist has a stressfree work.

 . Needs to open immediately in 
    emergency case.

. Also when the therapist is arround.

. Most exercises are not possible.

. Too much back support.
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TESTING
BALANCE

vest for stability and safety
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+
-

. Person is fixed.

. Therapist has a stressfree work.

 . Needs to open immediately in 
    emergency case.

. Also when the therapist is arround.

. Most exercises are not possible.

. Too much back support.
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. Person is fixed.

. Therapist has a stressfree work.

. Needs to open immediately in 
    emergency case.

. Also when the therapist is arround.

. Girth must be opened and closed again   
    for some exercises.
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it needs to open in 
emergency case as 
quick as possible

“ 
”
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  CONCEPT TECH

+
-

. Person is fixed.

. Therapist has a stressfree work.

. No extra girth or gear for safe ride.

. Also when the therapist is arround.

. Girth must be opened and closed again   
    for some exercises.



Mock up testing
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HALFS
TWO

HANDLES
TWO
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Hannes 9 years
sitting the first time in his life on a horse

Kiba 12 years 1.48m
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Hannes 9 years
sitting the first time in his life on a horse
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15 Katharina 10 years

handle testing

mock up testing in movement
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Kiba 12 years 1.48m

Katharina 10 years
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no leg support

horse/rider 
protection

handle testing

no stirrup
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handle testing with 
different exercises

saddle needs to be wider
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breathing
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lightweight
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For advanced therapy sessions.
children have already a lot of balance 
and can stay on the horse with no aid.

advanced 
Normal safety stirrup.
semi advanced

soft material
foam or gel like

hard-core elements 
spread riders weight

adjustable to any horseback

spines are free

Handle in the middle. 
beginner

handle is in the middle 
since this position gives 
the most balance for 
the rider on the horse.

An extra support is added for children 
which have no force in their hands. So 
they can lean with their arms on the de-
vice, to balance themselve out.

beginner 2
A strap at the side can be added if 
needed for more support.

additive

triplegiahemiplegiamonoplegia diplegiaquadriplegia

triplegiahemiplegiamonoplegia diplegiaquadriplegia

triplegiahemiplegiamonoplegia diplegiaquadriplegia
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rider sits closer to horse

modular handles

handle adjustment

seatbelt

needs to be open immediately 
in case of emergency

heated seat area

support prevent rider from sliding backwards
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stirrup holder will be covered by soft 
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exchangeable

ski binding stirrup



handle

safety girth opens easily

handle slides in

safety belt

stirrup holder
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handle

safety girth
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Table aid
for children with spasticity 
in their hands. They don´t have enough 
force to hold the handle. They can lean their 
arms on the table and balance themselfes 
out.

Own made solution of the 
theraphy centre “Schwarzacher Hof”

for people with no force in their 
hands, they can lean their arms on 
the table.



mock up  
has the feeling of that the rider 
sits as close as possible to the 
horse, the heat of the horse gets 
easier into the muscles of the 
person and relaxes them.

testing to integrate a handle
in the safety girth
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it will be sepperated in two peaces 
going to the saddle



mock up  
has the feeling of that the rider 
sits as close as possible to the 
horse, the heat of the horse gets 
easier into the muscles of the 
person and relaxes them.

testing to integrate a handle
in the safety girth
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after mock up testing

it´s only a mock up
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normal stirrups

designer

easy to get on the horseStirrups

spasticity

new system

safety stirrups

normal stirrups new system k´vall

horseback heat camera
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Stirrup design

.not sliding through

.easy to get out

.better support

.better aid for spastic feet
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grip

facing to horse

safety pin

add on part

hard rubber

carbon

elastic rubber

for more advanced riders
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stirrup 
with more support, 
fixes the feet more

good for
people with spasticity in 
their legs and feet

...stirrup with  no 
support gives 
more freedom in 
movement
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defining the design
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Celia 9 Jahre Clara 6 Jahre

handle needs to be designed
more comfortable.
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triplegiahemiplegiamonoplegia diplegiaquadriplegia triplegiahemiplegiamonoplegia diplegiaquadriplegia

spasticity 
stirrups

table seat, for children which 
cannot grab with their hands 
a handle, due to spasticity. 
They lean their ellbows onto 
the table and get so better 
stability.

safety girth

extra handles

triplegiahemiplegiamonoplegia diplegiaquadriplegia

children with spasticity in 
their hands needs to lean 
with their arms on the table 
to get better stability.
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handles

antischock pads

spasticity 
stirrups

close conection

antischock pads

spine freedom
+

ventilation
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I wish I could have 
done more form 
variations in the 
concept phase.

Timeplanning

Reflection

Form Variations

Detailing is good but 
could been more.
Since it have been so  
many parts on it´s 
own which have to be 
designed. I felt like I 
could have needed a 
bit more time for de-
tailing the handles.

Detailing

Timeplanning was 
perfect.

The result was what 
I expected it to look 
like.

Final result Mock up´s

I made neough mock 
up´s to test the 
model.

Whole Project

This project went 
very well so that i 
don´t feel like some 
parts have been 
missed out in the 
whole project.
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multible sclerose 2,5 million

down syndrom 5 million

parkinson 10 million

cerebal palsy 15 million

others 
trauma, paralysis, stroke...
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The following User profiles are from real people out 
of the book “Special Needs, Special Horses, a guide 
to the benefits of therapeutic riding”, the children on 
the pictures to the text, are not the ones named in the 
text. These pictures are from Roling Ridge are thera-
peutic riding center from the US.

Who needs riding theraphy ?
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Nick

Nick has down syndrome and horse-
back riding is his primay source of exer-
cise, socializing, and self-esteem, while 
it also helps to teach his communication 
skills and discipline.

Besides the benefits from the horse´s 
motion, exercises build upper body 
strength and flexibility... some of his fa-
vourite exercises are raising his hands 
high, swinging his arms from site to 
site, stretching to touch the toes on one 
foot and trying to reach the horses ears 
then its tail.

Nick has very small hands and he has 
trouble with things requiring finger dex-
terity, like buttons. He has a short at-
tention span, and trouble following di-
rection. He will try to defy, and get away 
with as much as he can.

Down syndrome

Personality
Nicks father “While trotting in a relay race, he dropped his reins. 
Instead of getting scared and grabbing the saddle horn, he ap-
parently only had winning on his mind. He stood up in the stir-
rups and leaned forward, churning his legs back and forth, like 
he was running with the horse. ...his team won a silver medal. 
He loves to show off his medals. I have to hide them or he´d 
wear them to school every day.”

.visual impairment

.mentally disabled

.motor and cognitive de-
velopment delay
.hearing impaired

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE
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Tracy has multible sclerosis and says 
“ If I miss my ride,the next week I walk 
into the arena using my cane. When I 
finish riding and dismount, I walk away 
and forget the cane.I don´t need it any-
more.”

Tracy got out of her bed one morning 
and felt flat on her face. She pulled her-
self up, sat on the bed a minute, then 
stood. Again, she fell flat again on her 
face.

“Riding helped to improve  her balance. 
“In the saddle there´s nothing I can´t do. 
Tge horse gives me freedom of move-
ment, as long as I ride every week. If two 
weeks go by, it´s back on the cane.”

Multible 
Sclerosis

MS is progressive, and Tracy experiences remission and 
relapse.”it´s like two steps forward, three steps backward. 
There are days when I can´t get out of bed,” Tracey said ”But 
those days are much fewer since I began trotting and cantering.

After five years of riding, Tracey entered events at the Top hands 
Horse show.

Tracy

.can´t walk free

.no strenght in legs

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE
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Stephen was born completely healthy.
When he was two months old, he was 
severely shaken by his father. The au-
thorithies gave him back to his birth 
parents when he was a year old.At the 
age of two and a half, he once more 
came to the attention of Child Protective 
Services,this time with a broken arm. 
Stephen was adopted then by a family  
which takes more care of him.
His medical records are reflected sei-
zure disorder, cerebal palsy, partial 
paralysis to his right side and learning 
disorder.

Shaking baby 
syndrome

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

Stephen

.mentally disabled

.cerebal palsy

.movement disability

.unbalanced
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Milan was involved in a car accident and 
spent close to four months in a coma. 
Milan needed after woke up, physikal, 
occupational and speech therapy. Milan 
began riding, not able to walk or talk 
above a whisper.
 

Sensory 
damage

”As the rider gets stronger, he sits taller and straighter, im-
proving his trunk control, resulting in deeper breathing. Breath 
equals speech. Also, when riding, a persons breathing mimics 
the rhythm of the horse´s breathing.

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

Milan

“His voice was less than a whisper. After 
riding only five weeks, he was able to say, 
”Walk on” with a fair amount of volume. 
Talking is one of the first things to improve 
with riding,” the therapist explained.  

How does 
riding help 
him?

.coordination 
problems
.not able to walk 
without walker
.speaking prob-
lems
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Kate is paralyzed from the waist down. 
Tragically, the injury was complete. Kate 
could not walk. The months spent in a 
hospital bed and wheelchair had taken 
their troll on Kate´s muscle tone and 
balance. She began with hippotherapy, 
riding on bareback pad, with sidewalk-
ers holding her up by supporting her 
at the shoulders and hips. Her balance 
and abdominal strenght increased so 
dramatically and quickly the she soon 
progressed to riding without usinh her 
hands for stability. Her needs for side-
walker support decreased to only a 
hand on her legs.

In a mere three months , Kate gradu-
ated from hippotherapy to recreational 
riding.

Paralysis

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

Kate

.paralised from hips

.weak in her upper body

.depression
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Seth is autistic...The horse wa led with 
loose ropes, which allowed the riders 
to do most of their own reining. It gives 
him so much self- confidence. “As a tod-
dler he was mostly mute. He did some 
babbling baby talk, but he didn´t call 
me mama or anything, just pulled on my 
clothes if he needed me. He screeched 
and screamed and threw tantrums con-
stantly because he couldn´t communi-
cate anything.

“The first time we put him on a horse 
he was about two and a half. He loved 
it, laughing and learning forward as if 
urging his pony on. We had to pry Seth 
loosefrom his grip on the sadle horn 
and we carried him back to the park 
screaming and kicking. Never before 
had he liked anything.
 

Autism

“Seth enjoyed it from the start and learned to sit the horse well 
fairly quickly. He had sidewalkers the first few times only, then he 
asked that they not be there. He doesn´t want anybody chatting, 
he wants to talk to himself, wants it to be all it can be for him.”  
“After riding he is more calm. He is easy to manage and gets 
along with his brother.” 

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

Seth

.rage attacks

.frustrated

.prefers to be alone

.speaking problems

.compulsive behaviour

.perfectionism

.frustration

.extrem fear

.unexpected movements
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“Alicia didn´t like to be in high  places, 
and she would not put herself in any 
position she thought might throw her 
off balance. She was wary of things that 
moved, or made loud noise, such as 
wind-up toys, dogs and other animals.”

When the theraphy day came she walked 
up the steps right beside the horse, and 
climed into the saddle. She must have 
had some kind connection with the 
horse.”
 

Sensory 
integration
dysfunction

 ”The rhythmical motion of the horse produces both vestibular 
and proprioceptive input for the rider. Slow vestibular input is 
calming and organizing for the central nervous system, is felt 
through the joints and tendons of the hips, trunk, and neck of 
the rider. This sensory input is interpreted by the brain, resulting 
in an adapted response from the rider. The simultaneous com-
bination of both vestibular and proprioceptive input contributes 
significantly to the decrease in gravitational insecurity by way of 
calming the rider´s central nervous system.”

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

Alicia

Alicia´s current occupational therapist,  
Gayle Ainsworth, explained how riding 
can improve sensory integration in this 
way.

How does 
riding help 
her? .language delay

. slowless in large 
motor skills
.senses are disorderd 
.can´t handle too 
much senses
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Lisa has speaking problems and is 
stammering.

Language delay

Lisa

.speaking problems

.stammering

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE
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Louis lost his parents and is introverted. 
He doesn´t speak a lot, he still suffers 
from the accident his parents had. The 
riding therapy with the horses opens 
him a bit more and he has contact to the 
other children there.

Trauma

Louis

.introverted

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE
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A few month after the riding sessions, 
Leah no longer needed her walker. When 
Leah was about 6 monts old, her par-
ents began to notice, she always leaned 
to one side and used her right hand very 
little. She had suffered an Intrauterine 
Stroke. She would be not walk nor-
mally and faced years of leg braces and 
therapy. After a year of Leah´s weekly 
sessions on a horse, her parents saw 
quite a bit of improvement in her bal-
ance, for which they give much credit 
to riding. “I think it may have loosened 
up her hips a lot too,” the father said,  

Intrauterine 
stroke

”She doesn´t like to do the exercises for her hips in 
therapy, but there´s no problem doing them on the 
horse.”

One thing so good about this programme is, since 
the children can´t be involved in other sports, this is 
something they can do.

Leah

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

.speaking problems

.unbalanced

.coordination problems
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“She is sleeping six and a half to seven 
hours straight now. Before she started 
riding, many nights she didn´t sleep 
more than two or three, because of back 
pain.” Laura´s father said this less than 
two months after she began hippother-
apy.”
Dr. Ronald Faries, remarked on Laura´s 
progress at this stage in the riding pro-
gramme: ”Her balance, strenght and 
stamina have increased tremendously. 
Many times she comes into the clinic 
without her walker.”

“Was it scary the first time you rode ? 
”author“ Yes I had a lot of anxiety..” 

Parkinson´s
Disease

“Riding a horse forces you to use muscles, you didn´t normally 
use,” Dr. Faries sayd. “Parkinson´s patients become sedentary 
if they don´t get rehabilitation, and often they don´t feel like ex-
ercising. This is something Laura enjoys and gets excited about 
doing. “Laura´s goal is to ride independently and have her  own 
horse.

Laura

.back pain

.insecure

.motion reduction

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE
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Andrew had an ifantile stroke when he 
was four months old. The muscles in his 
right hand and right leg were extremely 
spastic, and his hamstring tightened to 
the degree that it was pulling his heel 
up, causing him to walk on his toes. This 
is when the doctors prescribed the sur-
gery to lengthen the hamstring and heel 
cord, called a “Z”cut, which consisted of 
cutting the muscle and stretching it out.
Movement from a horse gives a lot of 
sensory input, which has an organiz-
ing effect. Andrew did seem to be a lot 
more focused after he rode.” Riding 
is an important part of Andrew´s life , 
both for pleasure and his physical well 
being. He rides twice a week and  com-
petes in every show available to him.  

Infantile
stroke

He enjoys horseback games with a group of teenag-
ers, while progressing toward his other goal-to ride 
independently. “He´s getting close,” Jessica said. 
“He doesn´t need sidewalkers now, and just has a 
leader who uses a very loose rope, so he does the 
controling of his mount mostly by himself.”

Andrew

FAVOURITE
EXERCISE

.back pain

.insecure

.motion reduction
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.visual impairment

.mentally disabled

.hearing impaired

.no strenght in legs
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.coordination problems

.not able to walk without walker

.speaking problems

.paralised from hips

.weak in her upper body

.depression

.language delay

.slowless in motor     
 skills

.introverted

.speaking problems

.unbalanced

.coordination problems

.back pain

.insecure

.no power in arms

.motion 
reduction

.mentally disabled

.can´t walk free

.rage attacks

.frustrated

.prefers to be alone

.compulsive behaviour

.perfectionism

.frustration

.extrem fear

.unexpected movements

PROBLEMS
Nick Stephen Milan Kate Seth Alicia

Tracy Lisa Louis Leah Laura Andrew

Lenny

13 riders
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